CLASSIC PANELS
- An efficient & practical customization option.
- Road-ready and rugged & a snap to install.

All Ryker models
- Matches Classic Hood Accent.
- Remarkably simple to install or remove.

219400803 · Intense Black · Color in gloss finish
219400804 · Adrenaline Red · Color in gloss finish
219400928 · Yellow Shock · Color in gloss finish
$99.99

CLASSIC HOOD ACCENT
- Add a little oomph up front!
- Installs over stock hood in minutes.
- Built to last.

All Ryker models
- Matches Classic Panels.
- Incompatible with the LED Auxiliary Light (219400848).

219400873 · Intense Black · Color in gloss finish
219400874 · Adrenaline Red · Color in gloss finish
219400875 · Yellow Shock · Color in gloss finish
$49.99

EPIC PANELS
- Optimized premium customization for a look that suits the ride.
- Designed to be easy-on, easy-off, and easy to love!
- Total flexibility with a perfect fit and vehicle match.
- Compliments the Epic Hood.
- Painted color for exceptional luminosity and a premium look.

All Ryker models
- Incompatible with the LED Auxiliary Light (219400848).

219400805 · Immortal White · High-gloss finish
219400809 · Carbon Black · Satin finish
219400923 · Liquid Steel · High-gloss finish
$249.99

EPIC HOOD
- Distinctive hood-styling enhancement.
- Easily installs & removes in minutes.
- Matches Epic Panels.
- Painted color for exceptional luminosity and a premium look.

All Ryker models
- Incompatible with the LED Auxiliary Light (219400848).

219400877 · Carbon Black · Satin finish
219400876 · Immortal White · High-gloss finish
$199.99

EXCLUSIVE PANEL KIT
- LIMITED EDITION
- Stand out, and stand up for originality.
- Innovative easy installation.
- Engineered to fit right and fit tight.
- As durable as they are attractive.
- Limited-edition kit includes hood accent.
- Limited-edition kit hood accent incompatible with the LED Auxiliary Light (219400848).

All Ryker models
- Incompatible with the LED Auxiliary Light (219400848).

219400925 · Orange Blaze · High-gloss finish
219400924 · Haze Blue · High-gloss finish
219400926 · Electric Yellow · High-gloss finish
219400808 · Midnight Red · Satin finish
219400927 · Heritage White · High-gloss finish
219400929 · Army Green · Satin finish
$349.99

The Classic Panels, Epic Panels or Exclusive Panel Kits are required to complete the vehicle.
### Wheel Accents
- Easy-clip wheel accents for hassle-free customization.
- Adds prominence and a fresh new look to your vehicle.
- More impressive when paired with Wheel Decals.
- 15 Wheel Accents/kit.

**All Ryker models, except Rally Edition**
- 218400825 · Intense Black
- 218400920 · Adrenaline Red

**$49.99**

### Wheel Decals
- The perfect road-ready eye-candy designed to enhance the look of your ride.
- Easy to apply decal made for all your adventures.
- Packs a punch when combined with the Wheel Accents.
- 3 Wheel Decals/kit.

**All Ryker models, except Rally Edition**
- 219400861 · Immortal White
- 219400921 · Adrenaline Red
- 219400922 · Army Green
- 219400933 · Haze Blue
- 219400934 · Orange Blaze
- 219400935 · Electric Yellow

**$29.99**

### Gauge Spoiler Decal
- Easy-to-apply peel & stick customization for Gauge Spoiler (219400818).
- Enhances the appearance of your vehicle.

**All Ryker models**
- 219400916 · Immortal White
- 219400917 · Adrenaline Red
- 219400919 · Army Green
- 219400936 · Haze Blue
- 219400937 · Orange Blaze
- 219400938 · Electric Yellow

**$29.99**

### Rear Spoiler
- Great looking rear spoiler adds style to your vehicle.
- Easy-to-install.
- Not compatible with the MAX Mount (219400800) (2-up configuration).
- High-gloss finish.
- Matches Classic Panels.

**All Ryker models, except Rally Edition**
- 219400869 · Intense Black
- 219400870 · Adrenaline Red
- 219400871 · Yellow Shock

**$59.99**

### Sport Grips
- Improves grip for a better, more confident ride.
- Comfortable ergonomic texture suits.
- Delivers exceptional comfort on longer journeys.

**All Ryker models**
- 219400810 · Black
- 219400919 · Adrenaline Red

**$34.99**

### Passenger Comfort Seat
- Easy to install and remove road-rugged one-piece cast aluminum construction.
- LinQ™ compatibility.
- Required for the installation of Passenger Seat (219400842), Passenger Comfort Seat (219400750), or LinQ™ Top Case (219400764).
- Same material than stock seat.

**All Ryker models**
- 219400890 · Black

**$299.99**

### Driver Comfort Seat
- Cut & sew upholstery over generous padding for added comfort.
- Wider and longer than the Passenger Seat (219400842).
- Complete kit includes handles and retractable pegs.
- The MAX Mount (219400800) is required for installation.
- Stock equipment on Rally Edition model.

**All Ryker models**
- 219400756 · Black

**$399.99**
**TANK BAG**
- A big idea in a small bag.
- Safely & securely stow away keys, wallet, ID and more (capacity: 0.75 gallon / 3 liters).
- Integrated mobile-phone holder.
- Convenient easy-access storage at your fingertips.
- Secure magnetic holding system with extra safety buckles.

**SHAD SADDLEBAG LINER**
- Designed expressly for SHAD Hard Saddlebag (219400844) to provide extra convenience.
- Include integrated carrying handle and a shoulder strap.

**LINQ TOP CASE**
- 4.2 Gallons (16 liters) of rugged, securely mounted roll top weather proof storage.
- Quick, & easy toolless LinQ system — removes as effortlessly as it installs.
- The MAX Mount (219400800) is required for installation.
- Incompatible with Passenger Seat (219400842) or Passenger Comfort Seat (219400750).

**FOLDABLE PASSENGER BACKREST**
- Cast-aluminum construction for added strength.
- Mid-lumbar support offers extra passenger comfort.
- Conveniently folds away providing better esthetics when not in use.
- Passenger Seat (219400842) or Passenger Comfort Seat (219400750) required for installation.

**NEW 2019 CAN-AM RYKER ACCESSORIES**

**FUNCTION**

**LED AUXILIARY LIGHT**
- Delivers an extra 2500 lumens light.
- Enjoy a more visible night-riding experience.
- Fully-integrated design blends in seamlessly with your vehicle.
- Incompatible with the Classic Hood Accent and Limited-edition kit hood accent.
- Not EC compliant.

**HANDGUARD LIGHTING**
- Customizable for your night rides with a uniquely personal touch.
- Adds distinctive flair & style to the Aluminum Handguards.
- Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation (219400812).
- Not EC compliant.

**SHAD HARD SADDLEBAG**
- Waterproof, shock resistant storage with room enough to store a comm-equipped 2XL full-face helmet (capacity: 9.5 gallons / 36 liters).
- Robust 3-point mount for added stability, security, and peace-of-mind.
- Simple single-bag right-side installation.
- Saddlebag Rack (219400856) is required for installation.

**HANDGUARD DEFLECTORS**
- Offers additional hand protection in all road conditions.
- Engineered for impact resistance & durability.
- Added comfort means added endurance.
- Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation (219400812).

**LED CLIPS**
- Adds an exciting adventure look.
- Attractive wrap-around aluminum construction.
- Required for installation of Handguard Deflectors (219400844) and Handguard Accent Lighting (219400820).
- Stock equipment on Rally Edition model.

**HANDGUARD DEFLECTORS**
- Not EC compliant.

**SADDLEBAG RACK**
- Ultra-sturdy long-distance-durable aluminum construction.
- Required for installation of SHAD Hard Saddlebag (219400844).
- Integrated and clean look when SHAD Hard Saddlebag is not installed.

**HELMET BAG**
- Integrated helmet storage solution.
- Allows to lock helmet onto seat.
- Anti-theft device for added peace-of-mind (padlock not included).
- Conveninetly doubles as rain guard for seat.
- Can mount on passenger seat.
- Conveniently store in front bin.

**NEW 2019 CAN-AM RYKER ACCESSORIES**

**SHAD HARD SADDLEBAG**
- Cast-aluminum construction for added strength.
- Mid-lumbar support offers extra passenger comfort.
- Conveniently folds away providing better esthetics when not in use.
- Passenger Seat (219400842) or Passenger Comfort Seat (219400750) required for installation.

**GAUGE SPOILER**
- Simple, effective aerodynamic tweak.
- Lends a sporty look that’s easily customized with Gauge Spoiler Decals.
- Clips on without tools for quick, convenient installation.

**HANDGUARD DEFLECTORS**
- Adds distinctive flair & style to the Aluminum Handguards.
- Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation (219400812).
- Not EC compliant.

**LED CLIPS**
- Adds an exciting adventure look.
- Attractive wrap-around aluminum construction.
- Required for installation of Handguard Deflectors (219400844) and Handguard Accent Lighting (219400820).
- Stock equipment on Rally Edition model.
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**SHAD HARD SADDLEBAG**
- Waterproof, shock resistant storage with room enough to store a comm-equipped 2XL full-face helmet (capacity: 9.5 gallons / 36 liters).
- Robust 3-point mount for added stability, security, and peace-of-mind.
- Simple single-bag right-side installation.
- Saddlebag Rack (219400856) is required for installation.

**HANDGUARD LIGHTING**
- Customizable for your night rides with a uniquely personal touch.
- Adds distinctive flair & style to the Aluminum Handguards.
- Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation (219400812).
- Not EC compliant.

**SADDLEBAG RACK**
- Ultra-sturdy long-distance-durable aluminum construction.
- Required for installation of SHAD Hard Saddlebag (219400844).
- Integrated and clean look when SHAD Hard Saddlebag is not installed.

**HELMET BAG**
- Integrated helmet storage solution.
- Allows to lock helmet onto seat.
- Anti-theft device for added peace-of-mind (padlock not included).
- Conveninetly doubles as rain guard for seat.
- Can mount on passenger seat.
- Conveniently store in front bin.
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**SHAD HARD SADDLEBAG**
- Waterproof, shock resistant storage with room enough to store a comm-equipped 2XL full-face helmet (capacity: 9.5 gallons / 36 liters).
- Robust 3-point mount for added stability, security, and peace-of-mind.
- Simple single-bag right-side installation.
- Saddlebag Rack (219400856) is required for installation.

**HANDGUARD LIGHTING**
- Customizable for your night rides with a uniquely personal touch.
- Adds distinctive flair & style to the Aluminum Handguards.
- Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation (219400812).
- Not EC compliant.
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**A-ARM PROTECTOR**
- Offers excellent protection on all road surfaces.
- Anodized aluminum for superior corrosion resistance.
- Fully compatible with Splash Guard (219400817).

_all Ryker models_
219400863 · Aluminium
$129.99

**SPLASH GUARD**
- Simple & innovative design that works to protect against lower body splashing.
- Fully compatible with A-Arm Protectors (219400863).

_all Ryker models_
219400817 · Black
$149.99

**KNEE PADS**
- Soft closed-cell polyurethane construction designed for enhanced knee comfort.
- Quick & convenience toolless installation.
- Provides additional grip.

_all Ryker models_
219400833 · Black
$99.99

**OUTDOOR COVER**
- Rugged all-weather protection perfect for temporary vehicle storage.
- Ultra-durable solution-dyed, mildew-resistant 100-denier polyester construction.
- Easy to maintain.
- Equipped with anti-scratch lining.
- Amply sized to accommodate windshield and any accessory.

_all Ryker models_
219400797 · Black
$179.99

**SWAYBAR**
- Helps reduce roll while heightening control & responsiveness while cornering.
- Enjoy a sportier, more confident ride.
- 33% stiffer than stock equivalent.

_all Ryker models_
219400819 · Red
$149.99

**2-UP REAR SPRING**
(Not illustrated)
- Stiffer rear springs.
- Recommended for occasional and frequent 2-up riding.
- Incompatible with the FOX Performance Series Rear Suspension (219400799).

_all Ryker models, except Rally Edition_
219400974 · Black
$69.99

**FOX PERFORMANCE SERIES REAR SUSPENSION**
- QS3 (Quick Switch) compression adjustment lets you custom-tune your ride for better comfort and handling.
- Works with the flip of a switch.
- Choose from precalibrated soft, medium, and firm settings according to driving conditions, passengers, and individual performance requirements.
- Features a spring preload adjustment.
- Black anodized 6061 aluminum alloy body with remote reservoir.
- Perfect for frequent 2-up or aggressive riding.

_all Ryker models, except Rally Edition_
219400798 · Red
$799.99

**FOX PERFORMANCE SERIES FRONT SUSPENSION**
- QS3 (Quick Switch Rebound) adjustment lets you custom-tune your ride for better comfort and handling.
- Works with the flip of a switch.
- Choose from precalibrated soft, medium, and firm rebound settings according to driving conditions and individual performance requirements.
- Features a spring preload adjustment.
- Black anodized 6061 aluminum alloy body.

_all Ryker models, except Rally Edition_
219400786 · Black
$899.99

**GARMIN ZUMO 590 GPS**
- Features a glove-friendly and sunlight-readable 5" (12.7 cm) dual-orientation touchscreen display.
- Offers hands-free phone control and spoken directions heard in-helmet via Bluetooth® technology.
- Includes a MP3 player.
- iPod® and Pandora® compatibility.
- Allows control of music right on the display.
- Rugged and tough enough to withstand fuel spills, UV rays and harsh weather.
- Offers access to real-time weather and traffic information via the smartphone link app.
- Free lifetime map updates.
- Curvy Roads Routing allows rider to find winding roads.
- GPS Holder sold separately (219400796/219400841).

_all Ryker models_
219400512 · Black
$799.99

**SMARTPHONE HOLDER**
- RAM Mount X-Grip system ensures secure smartphone attachment.
- Soft rubber endpoints protect device finish.
- Practical, convenient and engineered for travel on any road.
- Adapts to any phone size.
- Incompatible with the GPS Holder (219400796/219400940).

_all Ryker models_
219400841 · Black
$79.99

**GPS HOLDER KIT**
- GPS Garmin® Zumo® 590 mount.
- Installed on the right handlebar via the RAM® mount system and sits high for optimal visibility.
- Easily adjusts along both axes to minimize glare & reflected light.
- Incompatible with Smartphone Holder (219400841).
- Includes electrical harness.

_all Ryker models_
219400796 · Black
$219.99

**GPS HOLDER (WITHOUT HARNESS)**
(Not illustrated)
- GPS Garmin Zumo 590 mount.
- Installed on the right handlebar via the RAM mount system and sits high for optimal visibility.
- Easily adjusts along both axes to minimize glare & reflected light.
- Incompatible with Smartphone Holder (219400841).
- Do not includes electrical harness.

_all Ryker models_
219400840 · Black
$174.99

**SWAYBAR**
- Helps reduce roll while heightening control & responsiveness while cornering.
- Enjoy a sportier, more confident ride.
- 33% stiffer than stock equivalent.

_all Ryker models_
219400819 · Red
$149.99

**A-ARM PROTECTOR**
- Offers excellent protection on all road surfaces.
- Anodized aluminum for superior corrosion resistance.
- Fully compatible with Splash Guard (219400817).

_all Ryker models_
219400863 · Aluminium
$129.99

**GARMIN ZUMO 590 GPS**
- Features a glove-friendly and sunlight-readable 5" (12.7 cm) dual-orientation touchscreen display.
- Offers hands-free phone control and spoken directions heard in-helmet via Bluetooth® technology.
- Includes a MP3 player.
- iPod® and Pandora® compatibility.
- Allows control of music right on the display.
- Rugged and tough enough to withstand fuel spills, UV rays and harsh weather.
- Offers access to real-time weather and traffic information via the smartphone link app.
- Free lifetime map updates.
- Curvy Roads Routing allows rider to find winding roads.
- GPS Holder sold separately (219400796/219400841).

_all Ryker models_
219400512 · Black
$799.99
RIDING GEAR

CAN-AM N21 DURANGO OPEN FACE HELMET
- Superior quality and great look.
- High-impact resistance and comfort.
- Good visibility and practicality.
- Anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and moisture wicking for added comfort and hygiene.
- Added safety and convenience.
- Minimalist retro design.
- Super-strong lightweight Lexan® polycarbonate shell.
- Replaceable anti-scratch inner visor.
- Fully removable, washable liner.
- Microlock® quick-release chin strap.
- Complete with protective storage pouch.
Shell: Lexan Polycarbonate
448481 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Matte Black (93)
$189.99

CAN-AM N40-5 JET HELMET
- Delivers a superior field-of-vision for a safer ride.
- Engineered for superior anti-glare, anti-fog capability.
- Ultra-comfortable, and equipped with intelligent ventilation for superior temperature and humidity control.
- Ultra-wide scratch-resistant visor.
- Multi-adjustable anti-fog scratch-resistant VPS® sunscreen with UV400 protection.
- Exclusive AirBooster® technology drives innovative ventilation system.
- Integrated chin straps.
- Fully N-Com® System-ready.
Shell: Lexan Polycarbonate
448572 · XS, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90), Matte Black (93)
$234.99

CAN-AM N87 FULL FACE HELMET
- Delivers a superior field-of-vision for a safer ride.
- Engineered for superior anti-glare, anti-fog capability.
- Designed to prevent accidental visor opening, closing, and foreign matter infiltration.
- Ultra-comfortable, and equipped with intelligent ventilation for superior temperature and humidity control.
- Stylish, sporty design.
- Ultra-wide scratch-resistant visor with silicone-sealed profile Pinlock® fog-resistant inner visor.
- Multi-adjustable anti-fog scratch-resistant VPS sunscreen with UV400 protection.
- Exclusive AirBooster technology drives innovative ventilation system.
- Complete with chin-guard air intake and rear extractors.
- Patented Microlock® double lever retention system.
- Fully removable and washable double-density micro-perforated Clima-Comfort® interior padding.
- Fully N-Com System-ready.
448592 · XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90), Matte Black (93)
$259.99

SENA 30K BLUETOOTH COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
- Innovative Bluetooth 4.1 communication system with advanced adaptive Mesh-Intercom Technology.
- 13-hour Bluetooth intercom / 8-hour Mesh-Intercom talk time with 1.5 hours charge.
- Open terrain range: Bluetooth 1 mile; Mesh 1.2 miles.
- Separate headset (HSP) and hands-free profiles (HFP).
- Advanced Noise Control®.
- Integrated FM Radio with 10 stations preset and auto-scan tuning.
Single pack · 4486100090
$329.99
Dual pack · 4486110090
$579.99
CAN-AM LEATHER JACKET
- Designed for extra comfort, fit and flexibility over long & short distance.
- Stylish leather in a contemporary cut.
- Engineered for practicality, tailored for durability & high-visibility.
- Premium-quality cowhide with YKK™ zipper opening.
- Fully-removable shoulder, elbow & spine protectors.
- Waist adjustment system and built-in belt loops at waist.
- Convenient shoulder-expansion gussets.
- Pattern-perforated underarm panels and microfiber-lined cuffs add extra comfort.
- Reflective safety trim.
Shell: 100% Cowhide leather
440828 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90)
$399.99

CAN-AM MESH JACKET
- Breathable, flexible comfort ideal for fair weather rides.
- Easily adjustable for optimum mobility.
- Convenient, practical and durable.
- Easily adjusts for better flexibility & fit.
- Ultra-breathable mesh fabric shell with removable lightweight insulation.
- Low collar for comfort and shaped sleeves for added mobility.
- Adjustable side-waist, bicep, forearm, and sleeve opening.
- Back-armhole gusset improves comfort and ease of movement.
- Napoleon pocket with built-in easy-MP3 access and two zippered pockets.
- 3M™ reflective safety details.
Shell: 60% Polyester, 40% Nylon
440842 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90)
$199.99

CAN-AM TEXTILE JACKET
- Water-resistant outer shell.
- Fully-removable shoulder, elbow & spine protectors.
- Waist adjustment system and built-in belt loops at waist.
- Removable cotton/poly hooded liner.
- Ventilation control.
- Convenient shoulder-expansion gussets.
- Microfiber-lined collar and cuffs add extra comfort.
- Reflective safety trim.
Shell: 80% Polyester, 15% Fleece, 5% Other
440829 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90)
$229.99

LADIES’ CAN-AM LEATHER JACKET
- Designed for extra comfort, fit and flexibility over long & short distance.
- Stylish leather in a contemporary cut.
- Engineered for practicality, tailored for durability & high-visibility.
- Premium-quality cowhide with YKK™ zipper opening.
- Fully-removable shoulder, elbow & spine protectors.
- Waist adjustment system and built-in belt loops at waist.
- Convenient shoulder-expansion gussets.
- Pattern-perforated underarm panels and microfiber-lined cuffs add extra comfort.
- Reflective safety trim.
Shell: 100% Cowhide leather
440839 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90)
$229.99

LADIES’ CAN-AM MESH JACKET
- Breathable, flexible comfort ideal for fair weather rides.
- Easily adjustable for optimum mobility.
- Convenient, practical and durable.
- Easily adjusts for better flexibility & fit.
- Ultra-breathable mesh fabric shell with removable lightweight insulation.
- Low collar for comfort and shaped sleeves for added mobility.
- Adjustable bicep, wrist, and waist.
- Back-armhole action-pleat gusset improves comfort and ease of movement.
- Napoleon pocket with built-in easy-MP3 access and two flapped Velcro™ waist pockets.
- Neon-yellow safety trim on collar, shoulders and sleeves plus reflective details on front, back and sleeves for enhanced visibility.
- Conveniently packs up into rear-collar pocket.
Shell: 82% Nylon, 18% Polyester
440840 · XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90)
$109.99

LADIES’ CAN-AM TEXTILE JACKET
- Breathable, flexible comfort ideal for fair weather rides.
- Easily adjustable for optimum mobility.
- Convenient, practical and durable.
- Easily adjusts for better flexibility & fit.
- Ultra-breathable mesh fabric shell with removable lightweight insulation.
- Low collar for comfort and shaped sleeves for added mobility.
- Adjustable bicep, wrist, and waist.
- Back-armhole action-pleat gusset improves comfort and ease of movement.
- Napoleon pocket and two zippered hand pockets, one inner pocket with removable liner.
- 3M™ reflective safety details.
Shell: 63% Polyester, 37% Nylon
440843 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL · Black (90)
$199.99

CAN-AM KEVLAR™ DENIM SHIRT
- Shirt-style comfort with premium jacket safety features.
- Practical, comfortable and perfect for any ride.
- Cotton/poly blend with concealed YKK main zipper.
- Includes built-in belt loops at waist.
- Dupont™ Kevlar reinforced shoulders & elbows.
- Convenient shoulder-expansion gussets.
- Snap-down collar.
Shell: 100% Cotton
440838 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90)
$134.99

RAIN JACKET
- Waterproof, windproof and UV-resistant Teflon™-treated Nylon PVC fabric.
- All critical seams fully sealed.
- Dual-hood system includes innovative under-helmet liner hood for use in heavy rain.
- Back ventilation for efficient evaporation.
- Shaped sleeves, adjustable collar, hem, and wrists deliver fit & flexibility.
- Brushed-polyester-lined collar offers extra comfort.
- All critical seams fully sealed.
- Includes built-in belt loops at waist.
- DuPont™ Kevlar reinforced shoulders & elbows.
- Convenient shoulder-expansion gussets.
- Snap-down collar.
Shell: 82% Nylon, 18% Polyester
440840 · XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90)
$109.99

RAIN PANTS
- All critical seams fully sealed.
- Back ventilation for efficient evaporation.
- Large Velcro-hemmed side-leg gusset lets you slip on pants while wearing boots.
- Neon-yellow safety trim on collar, shoulders and sleeves plus reflective details on front, back and sleeves for enhanced visibility.
- Conveniently folds up into jacket back pocket.
- Women should order one size smaller.
Shell: 97% Nylon, 3% Polyester
440841 · XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90)
$59.99
CAN-AM LEATHER GLOVE
- Fine-grain leather.
- High-density hinged (men’s) and high-impact molded (ladies’) knuckle protector offers added protection.
- Leather-reinforced gel palm for extra comfort.
- Convenient hook and loop cuff fastener.
- Shell: 100% Leather

MEN’S
446312 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL - Black (90)
446314 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL - Black (90)
$69.99

LADIES’

CAN-AM MESH GLOVES
- Lightweight air-mesh fabric build delivers exceptional comfort, ventilation, and flexibility.
- Pre-curved design with short cuff for improved fit.
- Extra-durable Clarino™ leather palm.
- Silicone fingertips offer enhanced grip.

MEN’S
Shell: 41% Polyester, 33% Clarino, 26% Lycra
446313 - S, M, L, XL, 3XL - Black (90)
LADIES’
Shell: 49% Polyester, 27% Clarino, 24% Elastane
446316 - XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL - Black (90)
$34.99

CAN-AM ALL ELEMENT DRY BACKPACK
BY OGIO™
- 100% waterproof roll-top construction.
- Generous 7 gal capacity.
- Back panel allows airflow to keep rider cool.
- Strap-containment system keeps straps secured at high speeds.
- Adjustable sternum strap and dual-density shoulder straps maximize comfort.
- High-visibility 360° reflective screen print and removable high-visibility liner.
- Complete with zippered easy-access front stash pocket and dual-pocket organization panel and laptop/tablet sleeves.
- Dimensions: 20.5” H x 10.5” W x 6.5” D.
4693020090
$139.99

LONG SLEEVE URBAN TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Large striking print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454197 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$29.99

CAMO TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Camo print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454193 - S, M, L, XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

RIDE TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Ride print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454196 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

CAN-AM LEATHER GLOVE
- Fine-grain leather.
- High-density hinged (men’s) and high-impact molded (ladies’) knuckle protector offers added protection.
- Leather-reinforced gel palm for extra comfort.
- Convenient hook and loop cuff fastener.
- Shell: 100% Leather

MEN’S
446312 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL - Black (90)
446314 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL - Black (90)
$69.99

LADIES’

CAMO TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Camo print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454193 - S, M, L, XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

VIBE TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Large “Vibe” print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454194 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

LONG SLEEVE URBAN TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Large striking print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454197 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$29.99

LADIES’ CAN-AM RIDE TEE
- Comfortable, breathable, and stretchable cotton/spandex blend.
- Ride print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
454204 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

LADIES’ CAN-AM RIDE TEE
- Comfortable, breathable, and stretchable cotton/spandex blend.
- Ride print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
454203 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$29.99

LADIES’ PARADISE LONG SLEEVE TEE
- Comfortable, breathable, and stretchable cotton/spandex blend.
- Large, striking print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
454201 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$29.99

LADIES’ IDENTI-TEE
- Comfortable, breathable, and stretchable cotton/spandex blend.
- Large, striking print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
454198 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

LADIES’ PARADISE LONG SLEEVE TEE
- Comfortable, breathable, and stretchable cotton/spandex blend.
- Large, striking print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
454202 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$29.99

STAR TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Impactful pigmented-discharge Can-Am print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454195 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99

VIBE TEE
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Large “Vibe” print on the front, Can-Am logo on left sleeve.
100% Cotton
454194 - S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL - Black (90)
$24.99
NEW 2019 CAN-AM RYKER RIDING GEAR

STAR HOODIE
- Comfortable, breathable and durable cotton/polyester blend.
- Conveniently roomy hand-warmer pocket.
Shell: 55% Cotton, 45% Polyester 454202 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Heather Grey (27) $69.99

VIBE HOODIE
- Comfortable, breathable and durable cotton/polyester blend.
- Equipped with a full front-zipper.
- Two practical side pockets.
Shell: 55% Cotton, 45% Polyester 454205 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL · Black (90) $89.99

LADIES’ STAR HOODIE
- Comfortable, breathable and durable cotton/polyester blend.
- Equipped with a full front zipper.
- Two practical side pockets.
Shell: 55% Cotton, 45% Polyester 454206 · S, M, L, XL, 2XL Black (90) $89.99

CAMO CAP
- Comfortable cotton/polyester blend.
- Plastic size-adjustment tab.
Shell: 55% Cotton, 45% Polyester 447668 · One size · Black (90) $24.99

LADIES’ RIDE CAP
- Comfortable and breathable cotton fabric.
- Plastic size-adjustment tab.
Shell: 100% Cotton 447681 · One size · Black (90) $24.99

CAN-AM BEANIE
- Comfortable acrylic jersey knit.
- Woven Can-Am “Y-logo” label.
Shell: 100% Acrylic 447689 · One size · Heather Grey (27), Black (90) $34.99